An unexpected surprise: Delayed gastric outlet obstruction from coin ingestion
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Abstract

Gastric outlet obstruction (GOO) is characterized by postprandial vomiting due to mechanical obstruction. Rarely it can occur due to ingestion of a foreign body. Most cases of foreign body ingestion are benign, with passage of the ingested object into the stool with no clinical sequelae. We describe a case of an 80-year-old woman with GOO occurring secondary to ingestion of two coins (American quarters). Rarely will such a small object cause a true gastric outlet obstruction. To our knowledge this makes the second such case reported in the medical literature.

Discussion

The etiology of GOO has changed in the 21st century. Strictures due to gastric ulcers were the most common cause of GOO, however, since the dawn of H2 blockers and more so since the advent of proton pump inhibitors malignancy has taken its place as the most prevalent etiology.2 Benign lesions such as Brunner gland adenomas have also been identified as rare etiologies.3 Pyloric stenosis is a well-established entity that results in GOO in the pediatric population. Rarely will ingestion of a foreign body cause true GOO. Examples of foreign bodies causing GOO reported in the literature include ingestion of a lighter, a bottle cap and a bezoar of accumulated metallic objects.4,5 GOO has also been reported in cases of cocaine body packing.6 Only one other case of GOO however, to our knowledge, has occurred secondary to ingestion of a coin.7

Certain areas of the gastrointestinal tract become narrower than their adjacent counterparts, and as such are more susceptible to obstruction. In addition to the pylorus, the ingestion of foreign bodies may cause obstruction in other areas of the gastrointestinal tract. These include the upper esophageal sphincter, the lower esophageal sphincter, and the area where aortic arch crosses posteriorly to the mid esophagus.8 In the lower gastrointestinal tract the ileocecal valve is the most common point of impaction followed by the hepatic and splenic flexures.9 Symptoms of GOO are characterized by epigastric abdominal pain and post-prandial emesis. These symptoms occur secondary to an obstructed pylorus, which impedes forward flow of gastric contents. We postulate that probable manipulation of the patient for the nephrostomy tube replacement might have displaced the coins to the pyloric region causing GOO. Irrespective of location, once foreign body impaction is suspected, prompt evaluation with EGD is essential. EGD has the advantage of being both diagnostic and therapeutic in most cases of GOO.10 Imaging studies such as X-ray or CT scan are also effective modalities that can be employed.11 In our case initial evaluation took place with imaging studies, which allowed us to identify a metallic object, followed by prompt EGD, which allowed us to visualize the coin, and subsequently remove it.

Similar to our case, most cases of foreign body ingestion can be successfully treated through endoscopic removal. A

Introduction

Any intrinsic or extrinsic obstruction at the pylorus will result in gastric outlet obstruction (GOO). Its true prevalence has been difficult to estimate given the varied etiologies that may lead to GOO. Rarely does foreign body ingestion cause GOO because most foreign bodies traverse the gastrointestinal tract without causing obstruction. Cases of large bowel obstruction, although rare, have been reported in literature.1

Case Report

An 80-year-old woman with a medical history significant for major depressive disorder, stroke, congestive heart failure, nephrolithiasis with indwelling nephrostomy tube presented to our institution from nursing home for nephrostomy tube replacement. The procedure was complicat-
recent literature review compiled 120 cases of foreign body ingestion that support EGD as the treatment modality of choice in most instances. In their review, 55 cases were treated by EGD, 37 cases required surgical intervention, and 16 cases were expelled spontaneously.

Conclusions

In conclusion, foreign body ingestion is a rare cause of GOO as most cases traverse the gastrointestinal tract without causing symptoms. Once identified through imaging studies, prompt investigation should take place with EGD. We report a case of foreign body GOO that was successfully treated with endoscopic removal.
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